European Emissions
Do you have a complete view of the emissions market?
Trayport brings together the European broker and exchange
emissions marketplaces; allowing enhanced trading, price
discovery and analysis of the emissions market.
SEE THE WHOLE MARKET IN ONE PLACE
See all orders from the different order books in a single display
– allowing the best price execution in a single workflow.

Analysis of order and trader history from the following Brokers
and Exchanges:

MARKET COMPOSITION

Brokers
Evolution
GFI
Griffin Markets
ICAP
Marex Spectron
Tradition
Tullett Prebon

Estimates based on Trayport analysis and market research:

Exchanges
Clearing Houses
EEX
EEC
NASDAQ OMX Commodities
ICE Futures Europe

EMISSIONS WATCHLIST

DYNAMIC MARKET DEPTH

Monitor all active emissions contracts across all marketplaces in the Joule
Emissions Watchlist. A pre-made sheet can be found here:

Don’t miss viewing any orders using the market depth
component which collects orders from all marketplaces
into a single price stack, organised by price. This provides
the full depth of order books comprised of all venues.

JOULE > Markets > Emissions
The LIVE button will filter the contract list to those contracts with orders or
contracts that have traded within the day.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

Analyse historical trends; apply indicators and strategies to
historical data comprised of trades from all connected venues.
Include Bollinger bands to monitor price breakouts.

Access to the full history of trades in the emissions market,
including exchange executed, OTC and broker cleared deals. Break
down the data by venue, contract etc.

Trayport Joule offers more:
•
Implied prices, including period aggregation and cross asset spreads, often provide the best market price.
•
Execute volume faster using the Joule deal volume and powersweep tools.
•
Quickly deal order directly from Watchlist and Market Depth windows using the Quick Deal buttons.
To access Joule online Help click the ? icon in the top right corner of the Joule screen and select ‘Help’, or press F1
For further information please contact clientmanagerstraders@trayport.com
Contact us on +44 (0) 20 7960 5511
Any trading activity is conducted with the specific trading venue. Trayport is a software provider of trading solutions and is not a trading venue. Trayport does not arrange investments or provide investment advice.
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